U.S. Design Patents: Protecting
New Fashion Designs Through
U.S. Design Patent Rights
Protections available
for new fashion designs in the U.S. appear more limited than in certain other countries
and jurisdictions. There is no
unregistered design right. Copyright
laws tend not to apply to utilitarian articles like footwear and bags. Moreover, developing
trademark and trade
dress rights usually requires extensive prior use sufficient to demonstrate
acquired distinctiveness or secondary meaning in the particular article to
establish source-indicating significance among consumers.More
Protections availablefor new fashion designs in the U.S. appear more limited than in certain other
countriesand jurisdictions. There is nounregistered design right. Copyrightlaws tend not to apply to
utilitarian articles like footwear and bags. Moreover, developing trademark and tradedress rights
usually requires extensive prior use sufficient to demonstrateacquired distinctiveness or secondary
meaning in the particular article toestablish source-indicating significance among consumers.
Many fashion creationscan, however, benefit from protections offered by design patents. A design
patent is often easier to obtainthan a trademark registration for trade dress. Given that there is no
requirement to show consumer recognition of thedesign or configuration as a source indicator, design
patents are alsopotentially available for a wider range of product designs and configurations,even those
not yet launched in the marketplace. However, a design patent application must be timely filed or the
applicant risks losingthese rights.
We have filed many design patent applicationscovering fashion articles. Examplesinclude the following
shoe designs:

– And the followinghandbag designs:

Our filings also include numerous watch and jewelry items, whichalso lend themselves well to design
patent protections:

Pendency Time for Design Patent Applications
Pendency time for designpatent applications from filing to examination will tend to be much longer
thantrademark applications due to backlog at the United States Patent and TrademarkOffice
(“USPTO”). However, design patentapplications can be expedited by filing brief petitions requesting
such. The applicant must submit the results of arecent and thorough USPTO design patent search,
and pay a further USPTOfee. Upon acceptance of the petition andall required submissions, the time to
examination and first action can be cutsubstantially.
Requirements of Design Patent Applications

The contents of a designpatent application also differ substantially from trademark applications. A
trademark application usually shows onlyone view of the design or configuration, while most design
patent applicationsinclude multiple views of the design—usually between six and seven figures
(ormore)—to satisfy the requirement for a complete and clear disclosure of thedesign. As the USPTO
is typically verystrict in evaluating illustrations in a design patent application, examinersprefer to see the
design illustrated with pen and ink drawings prepared by adraftsman. Photographic drawings can
besubmitted, but these will be rejected if they are unclear or show obscuredviews or background
material. Photographicillustrations of the design may also include many insignificant details thatnarrow
the claim scope. Because thedesign claimed is strictly construed from the application
illustrations,including too much detail can make it easier for an infringer to design arounda resulting
patent.
There can be significantdifferences between US design patents and design registrations obtained
inother countries. For instance, unlike with registered Community designs inEurope, the USPTO is
usually restricted to one embodiment of the design. Thus, variations of a single design often mustbe
excluded, unless these exhibit only very minor differences. Where multiple designs or design
embodimentsappear in an application, the USPTO will usually require the owner to restrictthe
application to one design or design embodiment; non-elected designs mustthen be pursued in
separately-filed divisional applications. Those familiar with continuation anddivisional application
practice in U.S. utility patent applications will notethat analogous procedures apply also in design patent
practice.
Unless an application isfiled in the U.S. through the Hague International Design system, design
patentapplications are not published before issuance and are typically not availableto the public until
such time as a patent issues. In addition to confidentiality ofapplications, much of the same statutory
provisions governing patentability inutility patent contexts also apply to designs. These include Section
112 of the Patent Act governing adequacy anddefiniteness in how the design is disclosed, as well as
novelty and obviousnessunder Sections 102 and 103 and their prior art definitions. However, in
practice, these statutoryprovisions can be applied quite differently to design patents.
Given noveltyrequirements, patent laws everywhere tend to encourage prompt filing ofapplications after
public use, publication, or disclosure of the design. Failure to file within the prescribed timeperiod can
result in a loss of rights. The United States is no different in this regard, and although the lawshere

allow for a one year “grace period” to file after the first offer for saleor public disclosure, it can be
difficult to precisely measure this timeperiod, and intervening applications from third parties may still
barpatenting. These considerations make itimportant to file applications as soon as possible.
The Choice: DesignPatent, Trademark Registration, or Both?
Assuming that a givendesign is not eligible for copyright protection, and the time period to obtaina
patent has not expired, right holders may feel that they must choose whetherto pursue protection under
the trademark or design patent laws. But, generally speaking, despite generalreferences in some
cases to a freedom to copy formerly patented material (suchas in the “shredded wheat” case, Kellogg
Co. v. National Biscuit Co., 305 U.S.111 (1938) where in a case involving an expired utility patent, the
Courtcommented that the right to make a patented article passes to the public),there are no specific
policy or legal prohibitions against obtaining both atrademark registration and a design patent for the
same product design. Trademark protections can also be sought andmaintained even after a design
patent expires.
Design patents andtrademark registrations covering the same design can co-exist because they
eachhave different purposes. Design patentsprotect an inventor who creates an ornamental design, for
a limited time. The trademark laws protect a trademark ownerand the public from confusion, mistake
and deception, so long as the design inquestion is not functional and is shown to have become
recognized as atrademark. These purposes do notconflict or negate the respective eligibility of the
design to be patented orto be registered as a trademark.
In contrast, utilitypatents cover novel features of how a product functions. Thus, the existence of a
utility patent thatcovers a certain design is evidence that the design is functional, and thusineligible for
trademark or trade dress protections. In fact, the existence of a design patent canbe evidence that a
design is non-functional. So, while the existence of a design patent cannot establish that thedesign has
achieved distinctiveness as a trademark, it is not evidence that thedesign is ineligible to be protected or
registered as a trademark.
Given this, a potentialstrategy for effective design protection can involve filing a design
patentapplication in the United States early, preferably in advance of any publicdisclosure or publication
(or with a priority claim that pre-dates suchdisclosures). Once a design patentissues, and the product
design is on the market, right holders can continue todevelop their trademark and trade dress rights,

and eventually seek trademarkregistrations. Of course, much dependson whether the design is
registrable, and whether there is adequate evidence ofacquired distinctiveness (for instance, significant
sales and advertisingexpenditures attributable to the design, advertising that features and toutsthe
design specifically, coverage of the design in the media, and consumercorrespondence or even design
awards that reflect recognition of the design).
Thus, right holders canobtain and use design patents to protect their designs as they developtrademark
significance over time. Theycould eventually then file trademark applications that have reasonable
chancesof achieving registration. In themeantime, right holders can consider adding claims based on
common law tradedress rights to any enforcement action based on the design patent.
Crafting and Enforcing the Design Patent Claim
A design patent canoften allow an applicant to broaden the scope of protections, insofar as it
ispermitted by the scope of similar prior art designs. For instance, lining in the applicationdrawings can
conform the claim to cover smaller features of a larger product. Solid lining is used to delineate the
elementsof the article being claimed. Brokenlines are used for other features of an article that the
applicant wishes toexclude from the claim.
To illustrate, in thecase of Lululemon Athletica Canada, Ltd vCalvin Klein, Inc (Civil Action No 1:12-cv01034-UNA, in the U.S. DistrictCourt for the District of Delaware), Lululemon asserted multiple patents
foryoga pants with a particular waistband design. One patent asserted (D645,644) uses solid lines to
show and claim thewaistband as well as the pant legs.

Through the issuance ofa later-filed continuation application based on the original application
thatmatured into the D645,644 patent, Lululemon obtained a broader claim to thewaistband alone in its
asserted D661,872 patent. This patent illustrates the same design asthe earlier one, but illustrates the
pant legs in broken lines (and adds astatement indicating that these features are not part of the design
claim).

The D661,872 patentcould then ostensibly be applied to other clothing articles with a similarwaistband,
regardless of the lengths or dimensions of the article below thewaistband.
However, this broadeningstrategy also carries potential risks. Given the expanded claim, a prior art
clothing design with the samewaistband (for instance, on a pair of shorts), could threaten the validity
ofthe D661,872 patent claim. The presenceof prior art designs will therefore limit how far a design
claim can be broadenedand yet remain enforceable.
By using a similarbroadening strategy, two or more patents can cover the same product design andvary
the scope of coverage. Thisflexibility distinguishes design patents from most trademark registrations
thatcover product designs or configurations. Trademark applications in the U.S. can also utilize broken
lines toexclude features of a product as not part of the trademark. However, a trademark registration
must coverthe actual trademark or trade dress that consumers recognize as distinctive andsource
indicating. Therefore, while itis theoretically possible to use broken lines to create different
protectivescopes for product designs and configurations in a succession of trademarkapplications,
showing evidence of acquired distinctiveness that highlights onlya specific portion of a product can be
very difficult. Conversely, the USPTO may reject evidencedirected to the entire article.
Conclusion
Determining the bestavailable protection will depend on specific circumstances, including thenature of
the designs to be protected, the timing of their use and launch, andthe types of infringement right
holders expect to encounter. We routinely assist clients in strategizingand selecting the best forms of
product design protections. We recognize that the best forms of IP rightsoften overlap and strengthen
protections. Design patent and trademark rights can be very effective when used intandem, as their
protections are complementary and not mutually exclusive. As brand identity and design often
coalesce inthe same article, these forms of protections should be seen as cooperating tomaintain the
integrity and reach of rights holders’ iconic products anddesigns.
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